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ISSUE 13 MONday 22nd june 

THOUGHT OF THE WEEK  

 
There have been many social media posts doing the round lately explaining why 2020 has been an awful year so 

far, a year no-one could have predicted or even have imagined back in December. From Australian wild fires, to 

devastating winter storms, to the Coronavirus and the tragic death of George Floyd it’s hard to disagree that it 

hasn’t been tough. We certainly haven’t seen a world like this for a very long time.  

Yet amongst it all, amongst the bad news stories and the tragic events, there always continue to be messages of 

hope and generosity. From the hundreds and thousands of people following in Captain Tom’s footsteps and 

raising money for charities throughout lockdown, to the key workers never stopping, despite the risks to their 

own lives, to our schools and staff tirelessly supporting families.  

The generosity you have been displaying over the past few months is tremendous. We have learnt about 

schools across our Diocese organising a multitude of generous actions, including buying and distributing food 

parcels, making PPE for the NHS, providing stationary packages to families, offering one to one wellbeing zoom 

support to pupils and maintaining a sense of community through interactive worship as well as many more. Not 

only have schools operated with kindness and generosity outwardly to their communities there are also many 

stories of how leaders and staff across our family of schools have lifted up and supported each other.  

The world can look pretty tough right now, but working together we can help to bear one another’s burdens 

just as Paul taught us in Galatians. We may all have our own personal load to carry alongside the professional 

pressures but we can work together to help ourselves through it. So if there’s one thing you try to squeeze into 

this busy week make it this – pick up the phone and ring one colleague from another school, maybe someone 

you haven’t spoken to in a while. Share the generosity, compassion and love that flows across our Diocese 

knowing that no mountain is too large to climb, and no problem too difficult to overcome if we work together in 

this new world. 

 

 

 

 

Just to make you smile…….. 


